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Some years ago, Catas has implemented a web area that allows our subscribed Customers to manage their orders and 
Test Reports, fto access our webinars, check all our CATAS News and our price list. 
This issue brings the attention to web orders, a fast and easy service intended to simplify and speed up the relationship 
between customers and technicians: it allows to create web orders and check their status, as well as to immediately know 
the prices of the tests and the required sample size and quantity. 

But, how a web order can be created? Just following these steps: 

Login to myCatas at https://my.catas.com/en (fig. 1). 
If not yet registered, please go to my.catas.com/registration
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Fig. 1 – myCatas login
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Select “Orders” and then “New order” on the menu on the left. Several selections will be shown on the right; 
select “Choose the test on your own” and then click on “proceed” (fig. 2).
The selection “Repeat a previous order” allows to copy (and modify, if necessary) a previous order, saving time, 
while the selection “confirm a web quotation” can be used to confirm a quotation received by email.

https://my.catas.com/login_eng
https://my.catas.com/registration
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Fig. 2 – First step
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You are now on the page where you can create your web order. First you shall choose/insert:
• the language of the report (Italian or English);
•  the recipient of the order;
•  the name of the sample;
•  more information about the sample (i.e.: description, finishing technology, …) and, if necessary, explanations 

about the test (i.e.: test duration, resistance class, etc.);
•  if the sample should be conditioned before testing;
•  if the sample should be returned (in this case, please specify your carrier name and customer number and we 

will organize the shipment for you).

Then you shall search and select the tests just clicking on the symbol “+” on the right of the green bar “add 
tests to your order” (fig. 4).
A new window will open; search the tests you want to add using the search bar, where you can write the code 
of the test (for example, IKEA surface testing are listed under the codes 16.iXX) or a word contained into the 
name of the test. Tests can also be selected searching among your last entries or tests not included in the price 
list. Once you have selected all the tests click on “add selected test” (fig. 5).
You will come back to the previous page where you can check the order before sending it. Click on “send order 
to Catas” in order to send the order. You can also choose “Save order without sending” if you want to send the 
order later (see fig. 4).
If necessary, you can modify an already sent order until it has been confirmed by a CATAS technician. If more 
changes have to be made to the order after it has been confirmed, you just need to contact the technician.
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Fig. 3 – Selection of language, recipient,  sample denomination and other information.
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Using web orders, both customers and technicians can immediately identify the samples when they need 
to ask some information about them, and, above all, it allows to process the samples in a faster way and to 
avoid a delayed issue of the reports due to the reception of samples with no orders or not clearly identified. In 
this regards, we kindly suggest to identify each sample with the number of the web order which it is referred to.
Each order is for a single sample and orders which have still to be sent cannot be processed.
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For info:
Sara Moruzzi
+39 0432  747262
moruzzi@catas.com
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Fig. 4 – Buttons for adding tests and sending orders

Fig. 5 – Adding tests
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We hope this system will be more and more used. Do not hesitate to contact us for information, support or 
suggestion.


